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1 Introduction

Throughout history, architecture was inuenced by technology. Gothic arches and vaults
made it possible to bring buildings much higher than before. Steel frames and elevators
made it possible to bring them even higher as �rst skyscrapers were built. Last century has
seen the introduction of Computer Aided Design (CAD),the last major leap in construction
technologies. Since then architecture hasn't seen many game-changing technologies and
robotics may well be the next one.
By integrating the computational design and digital fabrication process, the additive

manufacturing (AM) has developed over the last decades into various forms, providing
architects and designers with e�cient tools for rapid prototyping, individualisation and
low-volume production. Conventional AM methods include stereolithography (SLA), fused-
deposition modeling (FDM), and selective laser sintering (SLS), as implemented in a num-
ber of commercial 3D printing systems. As AM has become accessible, the complexity of
the geometry is no longer a constraint, as will be shown in this thesis, where the layer-based
FDM method is utilized.
Although 3D printing is traditionally utilized for rapid prototyping and for high-value,

low-volume production, such as in the aerospace industry, the last years have seen many
successful e�orts in upscaling the 3D printing systems to structural and architectural sca-
les. Most of such large scale 3D printing systems are, however, still to be considered rather
experimental. This also applies to autonomous construction systems in general, where auto-
nomous and self-su�cient robots perform not only the 3D printing, but also manipulation
or excavation tasks [21].
When compared to the proposed autonomous construction systems, the traditional fab-

rication technology in civil engineering can be considered slow, labour intensive, dangerous,
expensive, and constrained to primarily rectilinear forms, often resulting in homogenous
structures. The associated annual fatalities is estimated to 50,000, which amounts to 17%
of all workplace accidents.
The shift to autonomous construction systems could potentially improve safety, speed,

and quality. Furthermore, this technology enables the operation in inhospitable, extreme
or extra-terrestrial environments, such as arctic environments or those caused by natural
disasters. The extra-terrestrial application of autonomous and self-su�cient 3D printing
is considered to be the primary construction technique involved in the colonization of
Mars [19] or Moon [6]. It is also believed, that autonomous construction systems could
easily adapt to site-speci�c conditions and constraints and, thus, contribute to sustainable
construction in general.
By accepting 3D printing as part of the future of civil engineering and construction,

the multi-scale optimization of structures, i.e. the outer shape of the structure and the
inner con�guration of materials (or in�lls), becomes quite desirable as the geometrical
complexity of both no longer represents an obstacle. For example, some of the presented
structural patterns (3D in�lls) cannot be manufactured by conventional approaches, such
as extrusion or moulding, with the exception of weaving, which is, however, limited only to
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several periodic minimal surfaces and scales beyond practical use in structural engineering.
The 1𝑠𝑡 RILEM International Conference on Concrete and Digital Fabrication (2018)

is another indicator showing the growing interest of the concrete community in AM with
cementitious materials.
Possible applications in the near future may include on-site 3D printing of entire structu-

res or structural members, or prefabrication of structural members or small structures. In
terms of successful applications of large scale 3D printing or robotic fabrications, new ex-
perimental realizations emerge more and more often both from academia and industry,
such as the contributions from IAAC (see e.g. [16]), the autonomous construction rig from
MIT [21] or the 100 square meter house 3D printed in cement for the Milan Design Week
2018 (CLS Architetti), to name the very few.
From a structural point of view an interesting alternative to the layer-based 3D printing

is the stress line additive manufacturing (SLAM), which has been proposed recently by
[39]. The deposition of �laments along the principal stress lines improves the anisotropic
limitation of the conventional layer-based FDM, but may require more forming material
(supports).
Layer based 3D printing at architectural scales with cementitious materials or straw

reinforced mud is implicitly considered in the following discussions and motivations, while
the experimental campaign and mechanical characterization is based on small-scale layer-
based FDM using PLA (polylactic acid). Note that the current market with 3D printing
�laments o�ers stronger materials than PLA, such as Polycarbonate (40% higher tensile
strength). However, the purpose of this study was not an optimization of load carrying
capacity but instead to investigate the potential of di�erent in�ll patterns. The author
believe that some of the principles and results stemming from the small scale campaign
will be generally valid and valuable for the consequent design of real-scale experiments
with structural materials, such as concrete.
After introducing the background of topological optimization and the in�ll options con-

sidering the technological constraints of 3D printing, an experimental campaign aiming at
a quanti�cation of in�ll options in terms of load capacity / weight ratio and sti�ness /
weight ratio is presented. Finally, the results are generalized utilizing elastic �nite element
analysis. All presented �gures are based on results generated by authors.
The aim of the presented thesis is to introduce and characterize, both experimentally

and numerically, several classes of non-traditional 3D in�ll patterns at various scales as
an alternative to classical 2D in�ll patterns in the context of additive manufacturing and
structural applications.
The investigated 3D in�ll patterns are biologically inspired and include Gyroid, Schwarz

D and Schwarz P (see e.g. [20]). Their selection was based on their bene�cial mechanical
properties, such as double curvature, are not only known from nature but also emerge from
numerical topology optimization. A classical 2D hexagonal pattern has been used as a refe-
rence. Mechanical performance of 14 cylindrical specimens in compression is quantitatively
related to sti�ness, peak load and weight. Digital image correlation provides accurate full-
�eld deformation measurements and insights into periodic features of the surface strain
�eld. The associated variability, which is inherent to the production and testing process,
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has been evaluated for 3 identical Gyroid specimens. The nonlinear material model for the
preliminary FEM analysis is based on tensile test specimens with 3 di�erent slicing strate-
gies. The 3D in�ll patterns are generally useful when the extrusion orientation cannot be
aligned with the build orientation and the principal stress �eld, i.e. in case of generative
design, such as the presented branching structure, or any complex shape and boundary
condition.
The thesis is divided into three successive parts. The �rst introduces the additive manu-

facturing technology in general, reviews the current advancements related to construction
industry and describes the technical infrastructure which has been utilized by the author
during the presented investigation.
The second part introduces the general aspects of generative design, multi-scale op-

timization and periodic minimal surfaces, and presents examples of organic streamlined
structures with bio-inspired in�ll patterns.
The third part presents the 3D in�ll patterns as an alternative to classical 2D patters

and discuss the results of the experimental campaign.

1.1 Construction 4.0

The "fourth industrial revolution", or industry 4.0 concerns digitalisation and virtualization
of Industry, in general. The "Construction 4.0"is a branch of Industry 4.0 and refers to the
digitalisation and virtualization of the construction industry. Although BIM (Building In-
formation Modelling, Building Information Model or Building Information Management) is
traditionally considered central to Construction 4.0, as well as increased implementation of
machine learning (ML), arti�cial intelligence (AI), drones, sensors and predictive analytics,
this thesis is oriented towards robotic manufacturing at structural or architectural scales,
optionally on-site and autonomous, also refereed to as 3D printing, additive manufacturing
(AM) or digital manufacturing (DM).
Note that DM is more general than AM and is not limited to FDM (Fused Deposition

Modeling) or paste extrusion, and may include robotic manipulation, formatting (cutting,
drilling) and deposition (chemically or mechanically bonded) of existing members, such as
wooden beams (Figure 1.1) or bricks.
FDM (also known as Fused �lament fabrication, FFF) works on the additive principle

by depositing thermoplastic �lament along a predetermined path and is commonly used
for prototyping but rarely for making �nal products.
Paste extrusion, on the other hand, can utilize very diverse materials, including cement,

clayPlay-Doh, silicone, resin, frosting, UV paste, mashed potatoes, chocolate, etc. Extru-
ding a line of paste onto a build bed is similar to FDM, except that the material is not
heated in the nozzle.
Currently, the diameter of paste extrusion can range between 0.0001 mm to 25 cm,

enabling the production of cells for organs or print entire buildings from concrete (hardened
cement past, HCP) or mud (adobe).
The following manufacturing technology overview is relevant to the use of the proposed
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Obrázek 1.1: The entire shelter was assembled by 6-axis robotic arm, which also formatted each
individual wooden beam (Masia Can Valldaura, Barcelona, Spain). Photographed
by the author in 2018.

3D in�lls at structural scales in AM, both for o�-site and on-site fabrication. At lower scales,
3D weaving, Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) or Stereolithographic Apparatus (SLA) can
also be used to produce the 3D in�ll patterns.
Standard terminology for AM has been outlined in 2015 in the ISO/ASTM 52900-15,

Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing-General Principles-Terminology. This
document [37] was published by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
International, in collaboration with the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) to de�ne standard terminology for AM. In this document, ISO/ASTM divided AM
into seven di�erent processes:

� Vat Photopolymerization (VP)

� Material Jetting (MJ)

� Binder Jetting (BJ)

� Material Extrusion (ME)

� Powder Bed Fusion (PBF)

� Sheet Lamination (SL)

� Direct Energy Deposition (DED)

The robotic arm printers have the advantage of being more mobile or movable than
gantry printers and of being able to print certain prints due to the 6 axis movement that
gantry printers would have di�culties with [9].
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A robotic arm based 3D printing is more suitable for experienced operators or the robot
supplier themselves, and for printing of single elements with high complexity and detail.
On of the disadvantages of robot printers is the limited printable area, unless the printer
is equipped with a mobile platform, such as wheel or belt chassis.
The users of robotic arm printer is typically limited to structural components, not the

entire structures, unless the structure is designed within the reach of the robot, such as
the often printed domes with several meters of spam.
In the construction industry, among aggregate-based AM technologies compatible with

the robotic arm systems are XtreeE, CyBe and Apis-cor.
Among the polymer-based AM technologies compatible with the robotic arms systems

are C-Fab, Digital Construction Platform and FreeFAB Wax.
Metalic Am technology compatible with robotic arm systems is Arup and Permasteel-

isa. Detailed description of the above mentioned technology for AM can be found e.g. in
the review paper written by Camacho et. al. [8].
Gantry printers on the other hand typically have cost and stability advantages, o�ers

the ability to make larger prints and even print entire buildings in one go (as opposed to
the more limited prints of robot printers and the robot printers need for printing single
elements). Gantry printers also allow for non-continuous printing, which is needed when
printing entire buildings, are far more easy to control and does not require highly skilled
programmers [9].
Gantry printers are more suitable for more ordinary operators printing a larger variety

of prints and for printing much larger structures, up to entire buildings [9].
In the construction industry, among aggregate-based AM technologies compatible with

the gantry systems are Pegna, D-Shape, Contour Crafting, Concrete Printing, WinSun,
TotalKustom, BetAbram, 3D Concrete Printing (3DCP).
Among the polymer-based AM technologies compatible with the gantry systems are

BAAM, Qingdao Unique Products Develop, KamerMaker and Skanska.
Metalic Am technology compatible with gantry systems is MX3D. Detailed description

of the above mentioned technology for AM can be found e.g. in the review paper written
by Camacho et. al. [8].
Although robotics o�er great potential towards innovation within the construction in-

dustry, their current implementation (robotic arm and gantry systems) applied to the
architectural �eld share a speci�c limitation. The produced objects are linked to and con-
strained proportionally to the size of the machine, and the construction process is not
scalable.
In order to overcome this limitation, several projects have aimed at developing optionally

small, autonomous and swarm intelligence robots, which would utilize drones to extend
operational area, climb walls by attaching onto the surface by using a vacuum generator
and a suction cup, or attach to the printed structure by clamping it between rollers.
For example, the Minibuilders [18] project by the Institute for Advanced Architecture

of Catalonia (IAAC) aims to develop a family of small-scale construction robots, all mobile
and capable of constructing objects far larger than the robot itself.
An interesting feature of this project is the ability to extrude a second layer over the shell
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by the vacuum robot and align the extrusion direction with the principal stress direction,
i.e. reinforce the shell.
The required scalability of the construction process could also be reached by relati-

vely simple cable-driven robots. The main advantages of using cable-driven robots for 3D
printing in construction are the available six degrees of freedom (DOF), easy installation
with simple foundations, low maintenance requirements and very high useful space vs. used
space ratio. The cost of cable-driven systems does not scale with the size of the installation,
unlike in the case of gantry or robotic arms systems.
More details can be found e.g. in [16].

1.2 Structural scale applications

Large number of structural scale applications of 3D printing have emerged over the last de-
cade, ranging from indoor sculptures, small shelters to actually used multi-storey buildings.
The list of 3D printed house companies is growing rapidly, each company typically pursuits
its own innovative AM technology, as can be seen in the previous section on di�erent 3D
printing systems. A detailed review can be found e.g. in [8].
For a brief introduction (source: google.com and www.3dnatives.com), the currently most

recognized systems are listed:

� Apis Cor has developed a 3D printer capable of building a house in 24 hours. The
machine is 4.5 metres long, 1.5 metres high and wide, and can be easily transported
by crane. It is a polar 3D printer that extrudes concrete on a 132m2 printing surface,
rather than a printer installed on a gantry and rails.

� BatiPrint has developed a new 3D printing technology for house construction. This
allowed them to 3D print the �rst social housing in Nantes. They have developed a 4
metre long robot that deposits 3 layers of materials at once. This material includes two
layers of expansive foam, and one third concrete. In addition, the robot is portable,
and can be operated directly on-site. The printer is capable of building walls 7 metres
high.

� WASP has developed a concrete 3D printer which is the largest currently on the
market. The 12 metre tall and 7 metre wide 3D printer has adjustable arms up to 6
metres long. The printer, called the BigDelta, aims to respond to the housing crisis
by building cheaper homes, especially for developing countries. The long-term goal
of the project is for the BigDelta to be able to extrude straw and earth.

� KamerMaker (Ultimaker & DUS Architects) has started making 3D printed houses
in 2012. They developed the FDM 3D printer with very large printing dimensions:
2 x 2 x 3.5 m. The aim of this project is to help construct houses from recycled
materials sourced locally. So far, DUS Architects have completed a few projects such
as their project of the Casad del Canal, and a cabin in Amsterdam.

� WinSun has created the �rst 3D printed house. They use a machine based on FDM
technology and uses the same layer-by-layer process with cement, sand, and �bres.
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They develop walls for houses in their factory before moving them on-site, with their
32 x 10 x 6.6 m size 3D printer. In addition to their �rst project in Shanghai, they
developed the �rst 3D printed o�ces in Dubai back in 2016, and have collaborated
with Elon Musk to develop Hyperloop tunnels. They have also recently 3D printed
a number of concrete bus stops in China.

� Cazza Construction has been chosen to develop the �rst 3D printed skyscraper in
Dubai. At the end of 2017, Cazza presented their �rst 3D printing robot, the Cazza
X1. This machine can lift 90kg, and has a maximum range of 3.9-4.7 metres depending
on its extension.

� Constructions-3D aims to build customisable homes from recyclable materials that
are sourced locally. They use a concrete crane based on FDM.

� Contour Crafting use a quick-setting, concrete-like material which is deposited layer-
by-layer until the build is �nished. Technical parts like plumbing and wires can be
added as the layers are being built.

� CyBe Construction has a mission to revolutionise concrete 3D printing with appli-
cations to home construction. They produce 2 concrete 3D printers, the CyBe RC
3Dp, The CyBe R 3Dp, as well as their MORTAR material. These large, industrial
3D printers require two operators to oversee production, but the printer can print
large structures in just 20 minutes due to its fast 200mm/s printing speed.

� D-Shape uses binder jetting technologies with a material which mixes sand, seawater,
and a binding agent of magnesium and can make large structures out of this stone-
like material. The current version of the D-Shape �ts roughly inside a 6m x 6m frame
and the printhead has 300 nozzles spaced 20mm apart to print the stone solution.

� XTreeE aims to pioneer industrial scale additive manufacturing with concrete, and
build houses and other structures. They are known for creating a variety of interesting
pieces with complex architectures, such as a 4 metre tall pillar.

In their recent book [33], Rael and San Fratello published innovative recipes for 3D
printing, including a number of DIY recipes for liquid binders and powders. Although 3D
printing in general can utilize almost any known material, including salt, sawdust, co�ee,
rubber, bioplastics, cement, sand or clay, the following discussion will be limited to selected
aspects relating to more traditional cementitious composites, adobe and polymers.

1.3 Collaborative research

The activities presented in this thesis have been conducted as a collaborative research
between several university laboratories.
The AdMaS (Advanced Materials, Structures and Technologies) science centre and com-

prehensive civil engineering research institution is part of the Faculty of Civil Engineering
at Brno University of Technology. It focuses on research and development in the area
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of advanced construction materials, structures and technologies, and their real-world ap-
plication in not only the construction industry, but also transportation systems and the
infrastructures of cities and municipalities. The author of this thesis runs a 3D printing la-
boratory in this research center, where the tested specimens have been produced, and which
annually introduces the research topics to the public within the Night of Science event. In
particular, the large scale industrial FDM printer Builder 2000 and desktop FDM printer
Prusa i3 MK2 is utilized, together with industrial optical 3D scanner from Rangevision,
which is used to compare the printouts with the digital models.

The structural testing of the specimens has been carried out at the structural testing
laboratory within the Department of Civil Engineering and Natural Hazards, Institute of
Structural Engineering (IKI), University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna.
Here, a hydraulic testing machine with a Digital Image Correlation System has been used
for the compression tests, and the anisotropic behavior associated with a layer-based pro-
duction processes was evaluated by tensile tests on standard \dog bone" (DB) specimens.

In order to upscale to architectural scales, a cooperation with the Department of Reverse
Engineering and Additive Technologies, Institute of Machine and Industrial Design, at
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering has been established. Currently, gantry type printer for
concrete and mortars is developed, enabling multi-meter build volumes and high degree of
detail. Additionally, extrusion of recycled PET binder with recycled glass aggregates is also
developed, for which serves a 6-axis robotic Kuka arm equipped with in-house developed
extruder. Author of this thesis is involved by designing and managing experimental short
term and sustained load tests as well as environmental tests.

Technology Agency of the Czech Republic granted to author of this thesis an applied
research project, the aim of which is to develop a unique vacuum coating system for rapid
prototyping (VPAT). This project is based on cooperation with ÈEGAN s.r.o., where
vacuum coating is applied to injection-moulded parts. Successful application of the vacuum
coating technology to 3D printed objects will strengthen the position of both applicants
in Industry 4.0 and increase their competitiveness. In regard to the application of highly
porous structures and known materials for 3D printing, surface �nish is an important
durability aspect, where the traditional surface �nishing options are not longer e�ective
due to the presence of hardly accessible voids. Gravity e�ects are known to cause problems
when heat-treating or soaking the specimens.

Recently, a collaboration with Magnel Laboratory for Concrete Research has been es-
tablished on the topic of mechanics of ageing of printed concrete and recycled polymer
structures and related environmental aspects. This laboratory is embedded within the
Department of Structural Engineering at the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture of
Ghent University.
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2 Motivation by topology optimization

With the development of technology and computers science, new possibilities for structural
design occur, and engineers are not limited any more to hand calculations and simpli�ed
approaches. The design approach termed topology optimization can be used to determine
the optimal topology of a structure in order to obtain the desired functional performance.
Improving structural performance, it has been widely used in most engineering �elds, for
example, automotive and aerospace industries extensively use topology optimization in
order to reduce weight and increase sti�ness for decades.
The requirement of sustainable structural design implies applying optimization tech-

niques also for reinforced concrete design, as cement production is responsible for roughly
5% of man-made carbon dioxide emissions annually [28]. In fact, 900 kg of CO2 are emitted
for every 1000 kg of cement produced [27]. This motivates the search for design methodo-
logies that facilitate weight reduction of concrete structures while maintaining the required
load carrying capacity.
The growing interest within the architectural community in topology optimization as a

means of generating aesthetic and e�cient structural forms is another motivating factor
(e.g. see [5], [38]). Until recently, standard topology optimization procedures aimed at mi-
nimizing compliance of a linear-elastic structure were utilized for this purpose, overlooking
the true behavior of the construction material, especially in the case of concrete [5]).
A number of studies attempting to incorporate more realistic modelling with respect to

reinforced concrete exist. For example, di�erent sti�ness can be considered for concrete and
steel, the true behaviour of concrete as a brittle strain-softening material can be considered,
as well as the realistic volume of steel, to name the few. Advanced numerical methods are
available and new trends are regularly discussed on scienti�c conferences worldwide [15],
and since the scope of this thesis is spatial materials for additive manufacturing, the aspects
of realistic material modelling will not be further detailed in this chapter. The following
discussion will serve as a motivation and application domain for the presented spatial
materials.
Although the classical theories of continuum and discrete mechanics can approximate

the stress �eld reasonably well for any given structural member, the �nal design of such
member rarely reects the principles of optimized inner forces given a certain material, as
many fabrication constraints have to be taken into account. Examples are the cost of the
formwork or concrete casting and consolidation [22].
If such constraints are removed by the 3D printing process, existing numerical methods

can be used to optimize the material utilization within a given structure with respect to
given loading, boundary conditions and other performance oriented goals (e.g. acoustic
or thermal). Not surprisingly, such optimization results in lightweight, non-prismatic and
streamlined structures, often resembling shapes which can be found in nature at various
scales { from branching structures like trees down to biological membranes. Please note that
the term bio-inspired or organic is often used by architects and designers who apply or get
inspired by the principles from nature, while, the same design principles can emerge from
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a simple numerical optimization based on straight forward mechanical principles. Through
this paper the term organic refers to the outer shape of a structure, directly obtained by
numerical topology optimization. The term bio-inspired, furthermore, refers to the in�ll
patterns, the shapes of which do not originate from a topology optimization process but
were described by mathematicians who supposedly were inspired by nature some 140 years
ago.

2.1 Transition to branching structures

Development of technology gives us more options how to reliably design non-prismatic
columns. One reason is, that software packages used for design and assessment, can be, if
properly used, much more precise than simpli�ed approaches suitable for hand calculation.
Another aspect is construction feasibility. Contemporary expansion of additive manufactu-
ring, commonly known as 3D printing or fused deposition modelling (FDM), has caused,
that this technology is �nding its way even to traditional areas such as civil engineering.
Currently, this method is still under development and a large amount of research has

to be done before it will be ready to be massively used for construction. However, for
the places, which are remote from classical resources, the additive manufacturing may
eventually be the best option. Building outposts at Antarctica or on the Moon or Mars
from the local material may be signi�cantly more e�cient than carrying that material from
the Earth [6]. This technology can also be attractive for prefabricated construction, since
large-scale printers with other necessary equipment can be placed inside a factory itself
[23].
To get an insight how these organic shapes should look like, an inspiration can be taken

from nature where plenty of structures are already optimized by millions of years of evo-
lution. A good example is a tree { seemingly very light structure capable of withstanding
even strong winds. However, this shape cannot be directly applied to structural columns
since the tree is meant to carry only its own weight not much greater dynamic loads from
above. Another example is long bones like the femur, capable of transmitting much greater
loads than their own weight. This bone is very slender and almost cylindrical in its cross-
section, with sponge-like inner structure, mostly visible around its ends. Research showed,
that this shape is adapted to carry maximal load with minimal material requirements [7].
One way how to design such organic shapes is by using topology optimization. It is a

method that optimizes material for given load and boundary condition, which usually yields
in non-prismatic organic-like shape. An experiment was performed in structural software
IDEA StatiCa [3]. A rectangle wall with dimensions 5.0 x 3.0 x 0.2 m was loaded with
a uniformly distributed line load on its top edge. The wall was then supported by three-
point supports with bearing plates 0.2 m wide. A topological optimization was performed
with a target volume of 20 % of the original structure. The result showed rather complex
branching structure, that would be optimal to transmit the load to the supports.
This example demonstrates the possible transfer from current rectangular systems with

prismatic members to more complex organic structures. With the development of additive
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manufacturing engineers can design complex organic shapes with a non-solid inner structure
(Figure 2.1)that can also be optimized to more e�cient shapes for any given load case.
Static vertical loads require di�erent column shapes than dynamical loading from various
directions, which yields a multi-scale problem, for which the solution depends on scale
considered. The �nal optimal structure will, therefore, be di�erent for each loading case.
During the production process (3D printing), the material can also be deposited along
the lines of principle stress instead of horizontal layers in order to maximize structural
performance [24].

Obrázek 2.1: Optimised organic frame with variable density governed by bio-inspired 3D in�ll).
Source: co-authored [22]

2.2 Generated organic structures

Traditional design approaches do not make the most of new manufacturing methods, like
additive manufacturing, which remove design constraints and at the same time bring new
possibilities. The optimal shape of a structure or component is often organic and counte-
rintuitive, so designing it requires a di�erent approach. The presented examples have been
generated using the Topology optimization tool in ANSYS Mechanical [2].
A transition from classical column to (organic) branching structures is shown in Fi-

gure 2.2, for which a linear Finite Element Model (FEM) model was repetitively run while
removing the least-utilized material with respect to stress. Note that this approach is sensi-
tive to discretization, i.e. to the size of elements, and according to the fractal principle,
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with increasingly small elements and decreasing mass fraction to be retained, self-similar
branching can be observed on the perimeter of the initially de�ned solid body.
This example can be interpreted as roof support, and serves as a motivation for the

subsequent analysis of various in�ll options.

Obrázek 2.2: Printouts of topology optimization results and fractal principle: element size go-
verns the overall shape. Photographed by author in 2018.

Another example of emergent organic structure is the simply supported beam element
with uniformly distributed load at the bottom face. Here, similarly to the column example,
with reducing mass ratio to be retained, self-similar branching emerges, following the same
principle as many natural systems, such as trees.

3 Multi-scale optimization

In 3D printing in�ll densities close to 100% are rarely used, as opposed to traditional casting
process. Figures 3.1 and shows a detail of this branching structure (15% in�ll density),
which illustrates how classical 2D in�ll patterns (such as honeycomb) cannot be aligned
with the principal stress direction, while the gyroid 3D in�ll forms a porous in�ll with
constant curvature, no planes of symmetry and no embedded straight lines. Such in�ll
properties without preferential direction are useful when complex 3D geometries under
general stress states are considered.
Possible in�ll parameters and the associated choices with respect to multi-scale optimi-

zation include functional forms (or periodic implicit formulation), macro-scale characteri-
zation (length scale), shell (wall) thickness and random/irregular components.
The manipulation of the above mentioned in�ll parameters potentially o�ers bene�ts in

terms of tuned thermal, acoustic, static or dynamic properties, and can be further used to
locally map the in�ll density to actual stress �elds, i.e. to manipulate in�ll wall thickness
or in�ll feature size in order to achieve uniformly distributed stress (Figure 3.2). As this
mapping can be fully automated and integrated in the computational design and digital
fabrication process at no additional cost, there is no reason not to consider it.
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Obrázek 3.1: Detail of a branching structure and 3D in�ll (gyroid). Figure by author.

Obrázek 3.2: Principle of mapping local stress levels to in�ll thickness or scale. Figure by author.

4 Periodic minimal surfaces

There is a great number of minimal periodic surfaces that can be used as shapes for inner
structure of columns and other structural members. A research by NASA [35] has already
been done in 1970 to show the potential of such shaped materials for the space industry.
A research on selected six of these minimal periodic surfaces was performed for the sake of
this paper, to get an insight into their basic properties. Points in a given cube matrix with
a base size of 4𝜋 were generated using the parametric equations shown in 4.1 in order to
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Obrázek 3.3: Principle of multi-scale optimization: from outer shape (left), in�ll type (center)
to in�ll wall composition(extruder travel moves and density). Figure by author.

Tabulka 4.1: Equations of surveyed minimal periodic surfaces.

Name Equation
Gyroid (0 { t) < sin(x)cos(y) + sin(y)cos(z) + sin(z)cos(x) > (0 + t)
Gyroid Squared* (1 { t) < (sin(x)cos(y))2 + (sin(y)cos(z))2 + (sin(z)cos(x))2 > (1 + t)
Gyroid Tripled* (0 { t) < (sin(x)cos(y))3 + (sin(y)cos(z))3 + (sin(z)cos(x))3 > (0 + t)
Schwarz P (0 { t) < cos(x) + cos(y) + cos(z) > (0 + t)
Schwarz D (0 { t) < sin(x)sin(y)sin(z) + sin(x)cos(y)cos(z) + cos(x)sin(y)cos(z) +

cos(x)cos(y)sin(z) > (0 + t)
Neovius (0 { t) < 3(cos(x) + cos(y) + cos(z))3 + 4 cos(x)cos(y)cos(z) > (0 + t)

obtain a representative volume element (RVE).
The tolerance parameter t used in the equations correlates with the thickness of the

surfaces walls - the higher t, the thicker the walls and the denser the RVE.
With relative volumes spanning from 14 % to 29 % of the solid cube, the resulting

RVE mass is down to 330 kg/m3 to 680 kg/m3 (compared to 2360 kg/m3 for regular
concrete, 1400-1800 kg/m3 for lightweight concrete or 650-700 kg/m3 for ultra-lightweight
concrete). A signi�cant portion of the load carried by concrete structural members stems
from the dead weight of the structure itself. Therefore, even small changes in the per-
formance ratio (strength/volume mass) can lead to more e�cient and cheaper structures.
Also, the structure can be tuned for the static and dynamic response, have custom failure
modes or tailored acoustic and thermal properties. The concrete formed into the shape
of periodic surfaces with relatively thin walls can also have di�erent shrinkage and creep
behaviour than in the solid form.
Research has to be done to �nd the optimal geometrical con�guration of inner structures

for di�erent loading patterns, materials or structural parts. Even small changes in the para-
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metric formulation will result in substantially di�erent structure and, thus, di�erent RVEs
with di�erent optimum parameters. An experiment on 3D printed minimal periodic cubes
was recently performed e.g. by MIT [32]. It showed, among others, that the resistance and
deformation capacity may be strongly inuenced by the shell thickness only. In terms of
inner structure optimization, there are �ve aspects to consider in general. These are the
periodic implicit formulation, its period length, shell thickness, shell density, and syste-
matic/random spatial variation [30] of the aforementioned. By considering di�erent opti-
mization goals (structural, thermal, acoustic, durability, costs, aesthetic) in combination
with the �ve optimization aspects mentioned above, the dimensionality of the problem may
clearly become prohibitive from optimization point of view. As seen often in nature, the
fractal principle may be also applied to the shell thickness and density, where solid in�ll
is not preferable and standard in�ll patterns (rectangular, triangular, honeycomb, etc.)
should be applied to optimize production (3D printing) speed, among others.

4.1 RVE characterization

Since the structure of the minimal periodic surface is rather �ne, compared to the size of
the whole structural member, it would be ine�cient to model whole structures as preci-
sely. Provided the parameters of the periodic surfaces are known, one possible way is to
homogenize the structure [29]. Parameters such as compressive strength or volume mass
have to be either measured or calculated on a small scale and transferred to standard �-
nite or discrete element formulations on the macro-scale. When characterizing structural
concrete, or any other heterogeneous random material, for numerical assessment, the statis-
tical and spatially variable properties of aggregates, pores or �bre reinforcement [41] may
be computationally intensive. The proposed periodic implicit formulation, on the other
hand, may represent possible advantage, as the RVE can be directly linked to selected
period (scale), without the need for costly analysis. As for the nature and complexity of
the resulting structures, a possible way how to model these in small scale is to use spe-
cialized computational software like MARS [10]. Among others, this software implements
the recently introduced Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM), which uses a discrete
framework (particles) to model displacement �eld [10, ?]. Contrary to the traditional Fi-
nite Element Method (FEM), where the continuous framework is used, LDPM is ideally
suited for modelling post-limit fracturing and the shattering of material (see Figures 4.1
and 4.2). Once the properties on the microscale are de�ned, whole structural members
can be designed. Using concrete for 3D printed civil structures would be the �rst option
since it can be formed into various shapes. It is the periodic geometrical form that may be
advantageous over the solid one.
To get initial insight into the behaviour resulting from a periodic inner structure, a

compression test on a cylindrical gyroid sample with diameter of 150 mm printed from
PLA was performed. The parametric equation of gyroid can be found in Table 1. Young's
modulus of typical PLA spans between 3.5 to 6.5 GPa [11] and compressive strength
between 18 to 90 GPa [40] compared to Young's modulus between 32 to 44 GPa and
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Obrázek 4.1: LDPM models of classical concrete experiments and particle placement governed
by gradient-based �elds (a) and random �elds (b). Figure by author.

strength between 30 to 90 MPa for typical concrete. Sample before compression test is
shown in Figure 5. The load-displacement diagram shown in Figure 6 reveals a steady
linear load increase up to 85 % the of peak strength. After the maximum load capacity was
reached at the load of 44 kN, the sample showed a small drop in resistance followed by large
deformation capacity before it was completely crashed. Before the end of the experiment,
resistance of the sample increased again. This was caused by the fact, that crushed shells
locked into each other, �lling the previously empty space and, therefore, supporting the
whole structure.

5 3D in�ll patterns

In 3D printing, the structure that is printed inside an object is referred to as in�ll. It
is extruded in a designated pattern and percentage, which is governed by the selected
thickness and scale. The in�ll settings are typically handled by the slicing software and
may inuence the material usage (weight), strength and print time. Alternatively, the in�ll
patterns may be directly modeled by any general purpose CAD (computer aided design)
or computer algebraic system, as has been done in the case of the presented 3D in�lls
(honeycomb is not considered 3D in�ll), which are not currently available in any slicing
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Obrázek 4.2: Example of qualitatively di�erent failure modes of LDPM models resulting from
microstructural di�erences and governing random �elds. Figure by author.

software, according to the authors' knowledge. The presented examples and printed test
specimens were generated by using the computer algebraic system Mathematica (Wolfram
Research) and tested by the engineering simulation software ANSYS [2]. Generally, there
are two options on how to generate 3D in�lls. The �rst is to apply parametric equations
approximating the shape while the second is to copy, rotate and mirror basic building
elements. The conventional 2D in�ll patterns include rectilinear, grid, triangular, wiggle
and hexagonal (selected, Figure 5.1).
The 3D patterns were selected from a family of triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS)

[20, 35], which are known to be invariant under a rank-3 lattice of translations and for
having a zero mean curvature (a surface that locally minimizes its area). In the real world,
examples of TPMS include some biological structures in nature, block copolymers and
electrostatic equipotential surfaces in crystals. According to [13], most TPMS forms exist
as an interface between two phases. In particular, a gyroid, Schwarz D and Schwarz P were
selected (Figure 5.1).

5.1 Gyroid

The gyroid was �rst described by NASA scientist A. Shoen in 1970 [35]. In nature, self-
assembled gyroid structures can be found in certain surfactant or lipid mesophases or block
copolymers [26], inside cells [14] or in biological structural coloration [34], to name the few.
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The mechanics of a pristine gyroid graphene structure have been recently investigated
by [32], who, with respect to engineering applications, pointed out its ultralight nature,
outstanding mechanical properties, high surface area, and stable chemical and thermal
properties.
The gyroid surface can be trigonometrically approximated by the following equation

(implicit surface):

sin𝑥 cos 𝑦 + sin 𝑦 cos 𝑧 + sin 𝑧 cos𝑥 = 0 (5.1)

5.2 Schwarz surfaces

The Schwarz D and P surfaces were �rst described by H. A. Schwarz and his student E. R.
Neovius in the 1880s [36]. Both the D and P surfaces have been considered for prototyping
tissue sca�olds with a high surface-to-volume ratio and porosity or compact light-weight
fuel cells with high energy density [?, 13].
The Schwarz D surface can be approximated by the following equation:

sin𝑥 sin 𝑦 sin 𝑧 + sin𝑥 cos 𝑦 cos 𝑧 + cos𝑥 sin 𝑦 cos 𝑧 + cos𝑥 cos 𝑦 sin 𝑧 = 0 (5.2)

and the Schwartz P surface can be expressed as:

cos𝑥 cos 𝑦 cos 𝑧 = 0 (5.3)

The investigations of tailored materials are typically carried out at lower scales, where
hierarchical structures are studied due to their exclusive properties, such as ultralight
nature, high surface are-to-volume ratio or chemical reaction e�ciency. Various applications
include drug-eluting devices, water puri�cation �lters, or energy-harvesting devices. At the
nanoscale, e.g., a 3D printed gyroid with embedded photocatalytic ability was recently
described by [17].

6 Experimental investigation

The purpose of the experimental investigation was to analyse the qualitative and quan-
titative di�erences in mechanical response between the investigated 3D in�ll patterns (3
types) in comparison to the reference 2D pattern (honeycomb). This data will serve for
the validation of computational models in order to investigate also more complex stress
states. By considering 3 length scales per each in�ll type, 12 combinations of in�ll patterns
(Figure 5.1) have been generated inside a cylinder and 3D printed. In case of one gyroid
geometry three specimens were printed in order to characterize the inherent production
and testing process variability. In total 15 cylinder specimens were tested in a standard
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Obrázek 5.1: Overview of tested 3D and 2D in�ll alternatives (left to right): Schwarz P, Schwarz
D, Gyroid and Hexagonal; and sizes (top to bottom): Large, Medium and Small.
Figure by author.

compression test con�guration. Part of this chapter originates from a recently published
pappoer in Materials [31].
The common properties of all tested cylinders are height (200 mm), diameter (100 mm),

constant wall thickness of two perimeters (2 x 0.45 mm extrusion width = 0.9 mm). Un-
fortunately, the pure in�ll pattern can not be printed due to limitations in the production
process. A bottom solid face is necessary as a stabilizing base, avoiding the otherwise ne-
cessary brim, i.e. additional perimeters extending outward from the object. Similarly, the
cylindrical jacket is required in order to avoid supports. In order to quantify the potentially
con�ning e�ect of these required elements extra specimens have been tested (i) without
the outside walls, (ii) without bottom face, and (iii) with 0% in�ll (just cylinder jacket).
The mechanical characterization of the test specimens was carried out by a hydraulic

compression testing machine in combination with a 3D digital image correlation (DIC)
system, enabling to record full strain �elds and objectively interpret the load-displacement
diagrams and sti�ness (Figures 7.1 and 7.3). Each compression test was controlled by a
prescribed displacement rate with a total displacement limit of 85 mm (0.42 strain).
The tensile characterization of the PLA �lament was performed using classical ISO

(see [1]) dog bone test specimens, which were sliced according to 3 di�erent strategies,
varying in�ll angle and number of perimeters.

6.1 Production of specimens

All test specimens, i.e. cylinder and dog bone specimens, were printed by the layer-based
FDM method from the same batch of PLA �lament in order to minimize systematic bias
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due to production and storage. A serially-produced printer model Prusa i3 MK2 with a
0.4 mm nozzle was used together with the slicing software Simplify3D, as the in�lls were
modeled externally and not generated by the slicing software. The following parameters
were considered:

� layer height: 0.15 mm,

� outline/perimeter shells: 2 (x 0.45 mm), including the in�ll,

� build plate temperature: 55∘C,

� printing head temperature: 215∘C,

� default printing speed: 2400 mm/min.

Random start points for all perimeters was used in order to avoid a seam which could
a�ect the mechanical properties. This resulted in longer printing time due to signi�cant
increase in travel moves. The printing time averaged around 30 hrs per specimen and the
weight averaged around 150 grams per specimen.

6.2 Physical tests

The mechanical characterization of the cylindrical specimens was carried out by a hydraulic
compression testing machine. Each compression test was controlled by a prescribed displa-
cement rate with a total displacement limit of 85 mm (0.42 strain). In total, 15 cylinder
specimens were tested in a standard compression test con�guration.
The tensile characterization of the PLA �lament was performed using classical ISO

(see [1]) dog bone test specimens, which were sliced according to 3 di�erent strategies,
varying in�ll angle and number of perimeters. The associated variability, which is inherent
to the production and testing process, has been evaluated for all 3 slicing strategies by
printing and testing 3 identical specimens. The DB specimens, some damaged by the
testing, are shown in Figure 6.2 (DB 90). In is not surprising that the slicing strategy
DB 00 resulted in most performing specimen, as the manufacturing process (extrusion
orientation) has been aligned with the loading direction and principal stress. This slicing
strategy, however, is not typical for standard use, where a number of several perimeters
usually encloses the �lled region, which is sliced in not only 1 direction, but more directions,
in a periodic consecutive order. Due to large number of established slicing strategies, which
are speci�c to expert judgement and printed object, it was not the intention of the author
to test all possible slicing strategies, but to rather demonstrate the orthotropic principle
of layer-based printing and the associated variability.
All tested specimens were were sprayed with a black and white paint to create a high-

contrast random pattern. This enabled the automated and reliable shape measurements
with DIC system.
Selected deformed specimens from the compression test are shown in Figure 6.1, where

the failure mechanism can be observed at various scales for the reference 2D hexagonal
in�lls and the 3D in�lls.
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Obrázek 6.1: Sample realizations of cylinder compression tests with 3 scales of 3D gyroid in�ll.
Photographed by the author in 2018.

Obrázek 6.2: Three realizations of ISO dogbone specimens sliced according to DB 90 after the
tensile test. Photographed by the author in 2018.
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Tabulka 7.1: Production and testing process variability based on 3 identical Gyroid specimens
(* coe�cient of variation).

Weight Peak load Sti�ness
Mean 217.47 g 15.84 kN 174.43
COV* 1.87% 5.29% 12.92%

7 Results

The results of the cylinder compression tests are presented and discussed at section Experi-
mental and relate to the performance of various in�lls (metamaterials, 3D materials), while
the results of the dog bone tensile tests are presented in the section Numerical, where they
relate to the actual PLA material and anisotropy of 100% in�ll resulting from di�erent
slicing strategy. The latter is used to calibrate the nonlinear PLA material model for the
preliminary �nite element modelling framework, which is validated by the former. The nu-
merical model will consequently serve for the design of component-scale experiments, such
as the presented branching structure (Figure 3.1), and as a proof of concept is presented
here with limited details.

7.1 Experimental

The performance of the tested 2D and 3D in�lls at various scales (densities or weights)
has been quantitatively evaluated in terms of sti�ness and peak load in Figure 7.1. Here,
various functional forms have been considered for the scaling laws, however, linear interpo-
lation seemed most appropriate. The linear trend lines show that both in terms of sti�ness
and peak load, the 2D hexagonal in�ll outperformed the tested 3D in�lls, which is not
surprising considering that the extrusion axis of the pattern is aligned with the axis of the
macroscopic member (cylinder) and the principal stress �eld. Note that such conditions
are very speci�c and generally not possible due to geometrical reasons and the multitude of
possible loading scenarios in real world applications, such as presented in the example of a
branching structure (Figure 3.1). Among the investigated 3D in�lls the Schwarz P surface
is the least performant structure, while the Schwarz D and Gyroid perform similarly well.
The associated variability, which is inherent to the production and testing process, has

been characterized based on three identical Gyroid specimens (Figure 7.1, green crosses
\Repet".) in table 1. For a reference, the con�nement itself (specimen with 0% in�ll,
Figure 7.1, turquoise x mark \Empty") has been tested, together with specimens without
con�nement walls (di�cult to print without supports) and with con�nement walls but
without the bottom face (0.54% di�erence).
The recorded load-displacement diagrams and strain �elds from DIC �nally serve for

analysing qualitatively di�erences in ductility, strain periodicity resulting from the hierar-
chical lattice, and a sequential collapse with damage localization (Figures 7.2 and 7.3).
Although all investigated specimens exhibited large deformation capacity with strains of up
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Obrázek 7.1: Mechanical performance of tested lattices as a function of weight: sti�ness and
peak load capacity. Figure by author.

to 0.42 owing to the in�ll patterns and the chosen PLA �laments, the specimens with 3D
in�lls exhibited smoother strain �elds in general, especially compared to the 2D hexagonal
in�lls. This e�ect can be attributed to local buckling and stress concentrations which are
signi�cantly reduced by 3D in�lls (shorter buckling length) and can also be observed in
the computational simulation results (Figure 7.5). The sensitivity of the layer-based FDM
process to slicing strategy and build orientation based on tensile dog bone specimens is
statistically evaluated in Figure 7.4. Finally, that data serves as input for the calibration
of non-linear material models.

7.2 Numerical

The classical cylinder compression test results show, among others, that when a 2D in�ll
pattern is aligned with the principal stress orientation, the 2D in�ll may outperform the 3D
in�ll. The general design, however, typically involves more complex shapes and boundary
conditions, which cannot be easily approximated by classical mechanical tests, and where
there is no preferable extrusion orientation for 2D in�lls. In such cases, 3D in�lls may
represent more e�cient alternatives to classical 2D in�lls, if properly understood and de-
signed. This clearly cannot be done without a computational model (e.g. FEM) calibrated
and validated by data from classical physical experiments. These should entail compression
and fracture tests, and account for any anisotropy due to printing artifacts.
In a �rst approach we characterize the rather complex anisotropic behavior associated

with layer-based production processes by simple tensile tests on standard \dog bone"
(DB) specimens [1]. As the slicing strategy and build orientation may signi�cantly a�ect
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Obrázek 7.2: ShD M: illustration of sequential collapse using damage localisation based on 5
DIC strain �elds (Lagrange, horizontal component, A to E) mapped to black and
white photos of the compressed specimens. Figure by author.

Obrázek 7.3: ShD M: illustration of sequential collapse using Load-Displacement diagram and
positions of 5 DIC strain �elds (A to E) from (�g. 7.2). Figure by author.

the mechanical performance, the DB specimens have been sliced in 3 ways with three
repetitions for each scenario to generate a minimum of statistical insights. The results are
shown in Figure 7.4. Here, the slicing strategy DB 00 refers to the case where the extrusion
direction was aligned with the loading direction (no perimeters used), providing maximum
load capacity, DB 90 is the most ine�ective strategy, where the extrusion direction is normal
to the loading direction and no perimeters are used. DB Hy refers to a more traditional
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Obrázek 7.4: Material characterization based on ISO tensile test specimens and 3 di�erent slicing
strategies for nonlinear material model. Figure by author.

slicing strategy, where 6 perimeters are used and the remaining volume is sliced as a DB 00
and DB 90 repetitive sequence, i.e. each in�ll layer has an in�ll angle normal to that of
neighboring layers. At this point further material tests characterizing e.g. the interface
properties between layers in mode I and mode II have not been performed.

The stress-strain relationships from the ISO tensile tests (DB) have been used to formu-
late a custom nonlinear material model for PLA for preliminary static structural analysis
(ANSYS®Mechanical�) in order to simulate the physical experiments. The number of no-
des amounts to approx. 1.2×106 and the elapsed run-time amounts to approx. 50 hours at
a standard workstation computer with 4 cores operating at 4 GHz with 16 GB RAM. With
the exception of the material properties all other solution parameters were automatically
set within mechanical physics preference.

The numerical results coincide with the experimental data by approx. +/- 10%. An
example of a simulated cylinder with gyroid medium in�ll (Gyr M) can be seen in Figure
7.5. The external surface exhibits periodic features in the strain �eld, similar to those
observed by digital image correlation in the actual experiments. These are unique to the
gyroid in�ll type. Unlike the DIC results that are limited to the surface the numerical
analysis provide interesting insights into the sequential collapse mechanism by allowing to
trace also the porous inner structure hidden to the optical DIC system.

In a next step the computational model may further be used to explore more e�ciently
the high-dimensional design space with respect to di�erent geometries, lattice types, scales,
and associated parameters.
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Obrázek 7.5: Periodic strain �elds from the preliminary FEM analysis and di�erent load levels.
Figure by author.

7.3 Vacuum coating

The PLA material, a polymer from renewable resources, such as corn or potato starch,
is known to be sensitive to exposure conditions. Absorption of moisture over time allows
hydrolysis of the ester bond to occur, a primary mode of degradation.
The degradation rate highly depends factors including microstructure, part geometry

and thickness, moisture and heat exposure, the presence of microbes, etc.
Since the use of PLA for durable applications requires the assessment of long-term perfor-

mance, an experimental vacuum coating has been conducted on a porous gyroid structure
without the con�nement jacket. The vacuum coating is preferential mode of surface �nish,
because of absence of elevated temperature during the process.
This result has been conducted within the applied research project Vacuum coating

system for rapid prototyping. The author of this thesis is the main applicant of this project,
the aim of which is to develop a unique vacuum coating system for rapid prototyping
(VPAT), which will strengthen the position of both applicants in Industry 4.0 and increase
their competitiveness. The research potential in the �eld of rapid prototyping, already
available to applicants, will be further developed and used to solve applied research (BUT
in Brno) and sub-deliveries to automotive and other industries (ÈEGAN s.r.o.). At the
same time, it is expected that an inux of technologically demanding contracts that can
not be solved without the proposed vacuum coating system.
In regard to the application of highly porous structures and known materials for 3D
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printing, surface �nish is an important durability aspect, where the traditional surface
�nishing options are not longer e�ective due to the presence of hardly accessible voids.
Gravity e�ects are known to cause problems when heat-treating or soaking the specimens.

8 Conclusion and outlook

It is well known that the structural performance of layer-based FDM printouts can be
signi�cantly anisotropic (sensitive to build orientation). By properly aligning the �lament
deposition orientation and structural action, the structural performance may increase by
up to 60%.
This may be su�cient for simply supported and loaded components, such as the tested

cylinder mimicking a column under centric compression. However, for complex streamlined
structural components such as the presented branching structures (Figure 3.1), the (orga-
nic) shape of which is often governed by optimization (generative design), it is not possible
anymore to align the in�ll orientation with the direction of maximum principal stresses.
Therefore, a variety of (bio-inspired) 3D in�lls have been proposed and analyzed as a

layer-based FDM-compatible alternative to currently used 2D in�lls. Note that the pre-
sented 3D in�lls can only be (continuously) fabricated by 3D printing (at the presented
scales). Thus, any attempt to actually characterize their mechanical performance had to
wait for more than hundred years for the AM to fully develop.
Among the most structurally important aspect of the presented 3D in�lls is the double

curvature which provides the required stability (sti�ness). Moreover, the triply periodic
minimal surface of the gyroid (3D in�ll), known for its constant curvature, has no planes of
symmetry and no embedded straight lines, which is useful when �lling the above-mentioned
complex geometry regions.
The 2D in�lls, such as rectangular or hexagonal grid, are not generally suitable for

structural applications with complex 3D geometry due to the resulting anisotropy (sensiti-
vity to the orientation of the 2D lattice). However, in case of simply loaded and supported
classical specimens, 2D in�lls may outperform 3D in�lls.
If 3D printing is the future of construction in civil engineering, then the structural

members no longer have to be limited to rectilinear and solid bodies. In these cases a
multi-scale approach in the design optimization, which will lead in some cases to organic
streamlined structures with bio-inspired in�ll patterns, will bring many new opportunities.
These will be trailed by challenges, as the current design guidelines, safety concepts, and
performance indicators will have to be thoroughly reviewed and possibly adapted for AM.
The particular results of the mechanical characterization of the 2D and 3D in�lls can be

summarized as following:

� Sti�ness (modulus) results obtained by digital image correlation (DIC) show a linear
scaling law with in�ll density, COV of 12.92% and equally performant Gyroid and
Schwarz D.
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� Load capacity (peak stress) results show a linear scaling law, COV of 5.92% and
equally performant Gyroid and Schwarz D.

� All investigated specimens exhibit ductile behavior (from load-displacement dia-
grams) and the specimens with 3D in�lls smooth strain periodicity without stress
concentrations (when compared to 2D hexagonal in�lls).

� The sensitivity to slicing strategy and build orientation was evaluated on a dog bone
tensile test specimens, resulting in up to 60% di�erence and relatively small scattering
(COV ranging from 0.7 to 4.6%).

The preliminary nonlinear FEM analysis calibrated by the tensile dog bone specimens
shows a good qualitative agreement with the experimental results in terms of peak load,
sti�ness and periodic strain �elds. However, the calculations are extremely computationally
expensive making any systematic upscaling to large structures an unfeasible proposition.
Based on the presented theoretical arguments and experiments it can be assumed that

custom 3D in�ll patterns may be an interesting alternative to classical (2D) in�lls in addi-
tive manufacturing if (i) general stress states are likely to occur, or (ii) in case of complex
geometries. 3D in�lls avoid introducing macroscopic anisotropy by additive manufacturing
while still achieving large weight reductions.
Lightweight generative multi-scale design can be applied at architectural scales, poten-

tially o�ering additional bene�ts in terms of tuned thermal, acoustic, static or dynamic
properties, including e.g. passive evaporative cooling similar to how buildings were cooled
in ancient Oman. This would, however, require a highly scalable multi-physics simulation
framework to support the representation and simulation of material structure and evolution
across multiple length and time scales, such as the Digital Material concept.
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Abstract

Habilitaèní práce se vìnuje prostorovým materiálùm v kontextu aditivní výroby a staveb-
nictví. Práce samotná je rozdìlena na tøi navazující celky. V první èásti se vìnuje technolo-
gii aditivní výroby, konceptu stavebnictví 4.0 a detailnìji rozvádí aditivnì-výrobní procesy
dle materiálù a konstrukèního systému tiskárny. Souèástí tohoto celku je i aktuální pøehled
aplikací 3D tisku v architektuøe a stavebnictví, a pøedstavení autorova technického zázemí,
probíhajících projektù a spolupracujících institucí v tuzemsku i zahranièí.
Druhá èást práce se vìnuje generativnímu designu a souvisejícím motivujícím aspektùm,

jako jsou optimalizace topologie, víceúrovòová optimalizace a periodické minimální plochy,
které autor zkoumá z hlediska mo¾ného vyu¾ití jako 3D výplní, namísto klasických 2D (èi
2.5D) výplní. Díky dvojí køivosti a dal¹ím, nejen z hlediska mechaniky, výhodným vlast-
nostem mohou takto vznikat lehèené a pevné struktury, za jejich¾ geometrickou slo¾itost
ale není nutné v pøípadì aditivní výroby pøiplácet, na rozdíl od konvenèních výrobních
postupù.
Tøetí a poslední èást práce sluèuje výsledky pøedchozích a vìnuje se aplikaci konkrétních

realizací prostorových materiálù, rozebírá probíhající experimentální výzkum a podrobnì
diskutuje experimentální i numerické výsledky.
Jedineènost pøedlo¾eného øe¹ení spoèívá pøedev¹ím v integraci 3D výplòových struktur

(trojitì periodické minimální plochy) do víceúrovòové optimalizace topologie stavebních
dílcù a konstrukcí v kontextu 3D tisku pro stavebnictví. ©ir¹í uplatnìní takového pøístupu
mimo výzkumné zámìry bude vy¾adovat zpøístupnìní extra-rozmìrných robotických tech-
nologií pro 3D tisk, rozvoj simulaèních metod a doplnìní stávajících normativních doku-
mentù pro návrh a posuzování takových staveb.
Poslední dvì jmenovaná témata budou pøedmìtem dal¹ího autorova zkoumání, se za-

pojením domácích a zahranièních partnerù. Pøedstavuje-li robotický 3D tisk skuteènì bu-
doucnost stavebnictví, neobejde se bez víceúrovòového generativního designu.
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